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The Future is Electric

The future of mobility is electric: we have set our-
selves the clear aim of electrifying our bus fleet 
completely by 2035. Since 2020, we have only 
been ordering e-buses. Around 25 are already in 
daily use on Munich‘s streets. Whether under- 
ground, tram or bus, in the future all vehicles will 
be run on green electricity and will be 100 per cent 
emission-free.

More quality of life for Munich

With the switch to electric buses, local public 
transport remains a pioneer of climate protection: 
we are gradually becoming independent from  
fossil energy sources, which are only available in 
limited amounts. We are further contributing to 
air pollution control and making traffic in Munich 
quieter. E-buses also require fewer mechanical 
parts than traditional vehicles as, for example, 
fuel tanks, gear boxes and heavy combustion en-
gines are no longer required. As a consequence, 
their drive technology is more compact. They can 

therefore offer our passengers more seats. At the 
same time, accessibility is being improved.

Extension to 152 charging stations

The new bus depot with its modern charging infra-
structure in the Moosach part of the city is paving 
the way for electrification. Currently, 56 e-buses 
can be supplied with green electricity there simul-
taneously. With rising demand, a further 96 char-
ging stations will gradually be made a reality here 
and at our other locations. For the time being, the 
Moosach bus depot is also still home to diesel  
buses. They are all climate protectors: a Euro 6 
articulated bus emits about as much nitrogen  
oxide as the equivalent medium-sized car.

Outdoor heating using waste heat

The waste heat that results from charging the electric 
buses is used to operate an outdoor heating system 
in the Moosach bus depot. This keeps the entrances 
and exits of the washing and parking areas free of ice 
in winter and therefore saves considerable amounts 
of electricity and salt. The remaining waste heat is 
then used, for example, for heating purposes in em-
ployee housing in Postillonstrasse. It‘s a perfect ex-
ample of sustainability.

250 kilometres on one charge

Currently, our electric buses can travel up to 
250  km on one charge. The manufacturers are 
working on making the vehicles even more effi-
cient, more reliable and more economical. We are 
intensively supporting this development via inno-
vation partnerships. Our electric fleet meanwhile 
is growing year on year: by 2025, this number will 
increase to more than 125 electric buses.
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Entrance Exit

Workshop

Washing station

As well as the technology, the external appearance 
must also be right. Therefore, a tour through the de-
pot also includes going through the washing station. 
The bodywork is fully automatically cleaned here 
and, where necessary, the underbody is also washed. 
As a plus for the environment, the washing stations 
in the Moosach bus depot use treated water from 
previous washing cycles and rainwater, which is col-
lected in underground storage tanks.

In total, ten repair stations and 
four stations for post-accident re-
pairs are available here. The new 
bus depot also has a roof-working 
platform for e-buses. Here, techni-
cians can carry out maintenance 
work on the roof area of the vehi-
cles on a special platform that 
docks to the e-bus using an electric 
motor.

After everything has been checked over, there still 
remains the most important thing: energy. The 
e-bus is supplied with this in the parking area. By 
2025, it will be possible here to simultaneously sup-
ply up to 152 vehicles with green electricity at mod-
ern charging stations. In around three hours, a 
12-metre-long solo bus is fully charged. The 
18-metre-long articulated buses require up to four 
hours of charging time. Climate-neutral district 
cooling from groundwater provides cooling for the 
individual stations.

Charging area

The starting point is the entrance. After 
every journey, the buses enter the bus 
depot from the Georg-Brauchle-Ring and 
are thoroughly checked. This includes the 
following: checking the engine coolant, 
measuring the tyre pressures, checking 
the lights and much more. This guaran-
tees that the next journey is also reliable 
and safe. Up to 170 buses are checked 
here daily.

On average, buses stay in the depot for 
around six hours before continuing 
their onward journey. Afterwards, the 
e-bus goes on its way again. Our elec-
trically operated vehicles can mainly be 
found on routes within Munich‘s inner 
city. However, more and more fre-
quently, passengers can travel a quiet, 
emission-free electric bus on other rou-
tes too.

green electricity
100 %E-bus charging 

time up to

5 h

The range of an e-bus

250 km

MVG bus fleet will 
be 100% electric

2035

Let‘s follow one of 
some 60 e-buses in  
our current fleet  
on its way through  
the depot.

Up to 

Number of charging 
stations as of 2025

152


